


Torch is an innovative company that delivers independent solutions. Leveraging 

technology through customised services. We extract invaluable insights, craft 

strategies and implement astute solutions.

Who We are

Torch is a telecom specialist that audits, consults, administrates and manages the 

telecom estate for enterprises across Africa and Europe. We have been the trusted 

advisor to multi-national companies since 2004 and currently manage over $230 

million of telecom expenditure per year. 

Our track record of delivering measurable results, through specialised resources and 

in-house analytics gives you access to trusted expertise, experienced people and 

proven technology. 

The result – significantly reduced expenses and predictable results, all delivered 

through a professional service.

Our distinctive commercial model is linked to your success. To optimise results, a 

specially assigned team works directly with yours to ensure a seamless and personal 

service is delivered in this highly sensitive, and business-critical, operational space.

What We stand for

As independent telecom specialists, we believe that through our innovative services 

we provide medium and large enterprises access to our insightful solutions and 

resources. As a result, enterprises have the opportunity to thrive with optimal telecom 

strategies. Implemented in an agile and decisive fashion – ultimately leading to 

savings on all telecom expenditure. Our personalised approach also means we offer 

the dedication and support needed to see solutions come to fruition, supporting your 

team every step of the way. A trusted  
advisor to global  

Enterprises  
since 2004.

We deliver an audited saving of $43.7 
million for our customers anually.



our brand values

ownership

We are accountable - taking ownership of each project with the 

determination to see results reach their full potential.

outcomes

We are driven by measurable results to ensure Enterprises benefit 

from swift and efficient solutions. 

 

trust

Our proven track record reflects our credible resources, offering a  

reliable service to our customers.

Confidence

Our in-house technology platform provides us the required 

intelligence to ensure confidence in our independent 

recommendations.

Innovation

Our solutions are as unique as your business. Rather than applying 

a one-size-fits-all approach, we offer custom solutions that will 

impact the bottom-line efficiently.



What We do

1. Consulting

We specialise in enterprise Telecom Lifecycle Management with the aim of driving 

returns on telecom spend. Our consulting service offers a step-by-step approach from 

audit - identifying where and how you can save; to implementation of a detailed 

programme with efficiency-focused benefits and to tracking and reporting results. 

2.  Managed services

We offer our customers an assertive administration service across all telecom 

connections. Through our custom-built technology, TorchLight® , and a team dedicated 

to your company, we offer both personal and effective "audit to action solutions".

3.  technology

TorchLight® is our proprietary dynamic modelling, re-rating and reporting platform. 

Using historical data, this intelligence is used to craft a new and more efficient telecom 

model that is optimal within the context of your enterprise. Unlocking every aspect 

related to your telecom estate, transforming Big Data from carriers into business 

intelligence.

Our technology is pioneering, quick, flexible and 
powerful, providing data that is meaningful throughout 
your company. 

Key benefIts

 Gain Insights specific to the customer's unique consumption of telecom services

eliminate risks from all telecom vendor proposals

data driven decisions enables fact based decision making

unlock value tactically and strategically by comparing actuals with budget

business Intelligence highlights user behaviour and return on telecom-related projects

Torch delivers the best the market has to  
offer as a sustainable service that maximises 

the return on every telecom investment.

Supporting every user,  
every issue, every day.



Why us?

 fIerCe IndependenCe: objective solutions

Our independence from all Telecom vendors and 

suppliers drives efficient solutions and objective results.

teChnoloGy: Innovative Intelligence

TorchLight® offers a strategy based on fact rather than 

speculation. It enables us to model your telecom estate 

and substantiate intelligent recommendations.

CustoM strateGIes: relevant solutions

Based on our industry knowledge and experience, our 

insightful solutions are tailored to your unique needs, 

offering you the best from the local and global market.

CredIbIlIty: proven results

A trusted telecom partner in Africa and Europe since 

2004, our track record is our credibility.

Get In touCh

Phone: +27 86 107 7707

Email: info@torch.co.za

Northview Building, 

Block C1, 57 6th Road

Hyde Park, 2196




